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sharing impacts price competition and equilibrium clustering. With data on 56,555 branches of 614
banks in 19 countries between 1995 and 2012, we test key model hypotheses. We find that
information sharing increases branch clustering as banks open branches in localities that are new
to them but that are already served by other banks. This branch clustering is associated with less
spatial credit rationing as information sharing allows firms to borrow from more distant banks. 
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We study how information sharing between banks influences the geographical clustering of 
branches. A spatial oligopoly model first explains why branches cluster and how information 
sharing impacts price competition and equilibrium clustering. With data on 56,555 branches of 
614 banks in 19 countries between 1995 and 2012, we test key model hypotheses. We find that 
information sharing increases branch clustering as banks open branches in localities that are 
new to them but that are already served by other banks. This branch clustering is associated 
with less spatial credit rationing as information sharing allows firms to borrow from more 
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1. Introduction 

Over the past two decades, banks across the world have adjusted their branch networks in 

response to regulatory changes, increased competition, and progress in information and 

communication technology. Many banks have also pruned their branch networks in the 

aftermath of the Great Recession. Importantly, these dynamics did not play out in a spatially 

uniform way within countries. Banks instead increasingly cluster together as they open new 

branches in economically strong centers while closing branches in sparsely populated areas. 

The resulting emergence of banking deserts – localities almost entirely devoid of bank branches 

(Morgan, Pinkovsky and Yang, 2016) – has raised concerns about adverse local effects on 

firms’ funding costs (Bonfim, Noguiera and Ongena, 2021) and concomitant declines in small-

business lending and employment growth (Nguyen, 2019). 

Despite this increase in spatial clustering, there hardly is any theoretical or empirical 

research on the drivers of branch location. The scarce existing literature on the spatial clustering 

of bank branches is either of a rational or behavioral nature (Deller and Sundaram-Stukel, 2012). 

Clustering is rational when locating near other banks generates external economies of scale or 

when the demand for banking services is spatially clustered itself (Brown, Guin and 

Kirschenmann, 2015). In contrast, behavioral explanations regard clustering as the result of 

“groupthink” or of banks following first movers in an informational cascade model. Due to 

reputational concerns, bank managers may open a new branch in a neighborhood with pre-

existing branches rather than in uncharted territory. In line with such herding, Chang, 

Chaudhuri and Jayaratne (1997) find that branch openings follow existing branches even if this 

hurts the profitability of the new branch. Both explanations for geographical branch clustering 

are hard to test empirically. For instance, it is challenging to evaluate current and expected 

credit demand across regions (we discuss later how we carefully control for changes in local 

credit demand). Moreover, bank managers are compensated based on multiple criteria so that 

branch locational decisions are hard to evaluate separately. It is also problematic to directly 

measure and compare banks’ informational awareness. 

The first contribution of our paper is therefore to build a simple spatial oligopoly model 

that explains branch clustering. While the model is highly stylized, its main building blocks are 

representational and it yields testable hypotheses about the impact of information sharing 

between banks on the equilibrium level of clustering (which as we discuss below is a key theme 

in our analysis). To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to develop a simple model in 

which bank branch clustering arises in an intuitive way. The main intuition is that while branch 
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clustering increases the likelihood an entrepreneur will visit a locality and obtain a loan, and 

correspondingly boosts the size of the local banking market (market-size effect), inter-bank 

proximity also implies more vigorous competition (price-cutting effect).1 If the first effect 

dominates, banks earn higher profits by locating closer to each other so that they attract more 

clients. If the second effect dominates, banks try to decrease competition by dispersing their 

branches geographically. 

Using this theoretical framework, we derive predictions about the impact of a reduction in 

information asymmetries between banks and borrowers on the equilibrium level of branch 

clustering. In particular, we assess the impact of the introduction of a formal mechanism (a 

public credit registry or a private credit bureau) through which banks share hard (that is, 

codified and transferable) borrower information. Such data can include ‘negative’ information 

about prior defaults and late payments of loan applicants as well as ‘positive’ information about 

whether they have outstanding debt elsewhere. Without such information sharing, banks make 

lending decisions using private information they produce themselves. Information asymmetries 

then increase with distance, and geographical credit rationing makes it more difficult for 

entrepreneurs to successfully apply for a loan at a branch that is further away (Petersen and 

Rajan, 2002; Hauswald and Marquez, 2006). In our model, such distance constraints bind less 

when banks can credibly share information about loan applicants. 

We derive four testable hypotheses. First, our model predicts that sharing hard information 

increases branch clustering because banks can attract some distant borrowers that were 

previously too opaque to lend to. Second, the model predicts that information sharing increases 

the likelihood that banks open branches in new localities where they were not previously active. 

This is because adding more branches to a locality with pre-existing branches of the same bank 

would not make it a more attractive ‘shopping’ destination for entrepreneurs. Third, 

information sharing spurs relationship banks, which rely heavily on soft information in the 

absence of information sharing, to cluster more when compared with transactional banks. 

                                                            
1 Our model revolves around an entrepreneur who needs credit to expand her business. She needs to visit a bank 
branch to know whether she will get a loan or not. Suppose the marginal probability p that a local bank rejects a 
loan application is 80 percent (we assume for now that each bank only operates one branch). Moreover, assume 
that screening and the resulting loan decisions are independent across banks (this is a simplified assumption to 
keep our main story tractable. We relax this assumption later so that loan decisions can be correlated across banks). 
If the entrepreneur visits a locality with only one bank, the probability of getting a loan is 1-p = 20 percent. Yet, 
if another locality has six banks, then the probability of getting a loan is more than three times as high, namely 1-
(0.8)6 ≈ 74 percent (if the probability of loan rejection equals p, the joint probability of getting a loan accepted in 
a cluster of k banks taking independent loan decisions equals 1 – pk). Given this much higher probability, the 
entrepreneur will be inclined to visit the second locality. At the same time, the higher inter-bank competition in 
this locality will lower banks’ lending rates and profit margins. 
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Fourth, in countries where information sharing is of higher quality, its impact on branch 

clustering is more pronounced. 

To test our model empirically, we use detailed bank branch data – geographical coordinates 

and the dates of establishment (and sometimes closure) of each branch – from 19 Eastern 

European countries. Our sample covers 56,555 branches from 614 banks that were active 

during the period 1995-2012 across 8,536 towns and cities (henceforth: localities). The data set 

further contains information on the ownership of these branches so that we can distinguish 

between branches of different types of banks. 

Eastern Europe constitutes a natural testing ground for our model because information 

asymmetries are pervasive while creditor rights remain relatively weak (Brown, Jappelli and 

Pagano, 2009). Importantly, during our sample period many Eastern European countries 

institutionalized information sharing among lenders – either through a public credit registry or 

through a private credit bureau. We use the introduction of these information-sharing regimes 

as country-level shocks that push banks towards a new clustering equilibrium. This setting also 

provides insights into how bank clustering may respond to similar but slower improvements in 

borrower transparency in more developed banking markets. 

In terms of methodology, we implement a difference-in-difference-in-differences 

framework with the treatment (presence of information sharing) varying across countries and 

years. We follow Cengiz, Dube, Lindner, and Zipperer (2019) to deal with the staggered 

treatment timing where different countries introduced information sharing at different points 

in time. We then compare how, within the same country, the introduction of information 

sharing differentially affects branch openings across localities with different numbers of pre-

existing bank branches. This strategy enables us to mitigate selection bias and, by including 

granular fixed effects, alleviates concerns about omitted variables. In particular, we saturate 

our specifications with locality times year times treatment event fixed effects; bank times year 

times treatment event fixed effects; and locality times bank times treatment event fixed effects. 

This removes the possibility that dynamics in branch clustering are merely driven by changes 

in local firms’ demand for credit or by other potential confounds, such as the depth of local 

labor markets. 

By way of preview, we find that information sharing has a strong positive effect on bank 

branch clustering. Banks are more likely to open new branches in localities where they did not 

yet operate but where other banks were already present. This branch clustering is more 

pronounced for relationship banks and in countries where information sharing is more effective. 
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Lastly, an additional analysis of data on bank-firm relationships shows that, in line with a 

reduction in geographical credit rationing, information sharing allows firms to borrow from 

banks that are more distant. In sum, our results show how information sharing makes it more 

important for banks to move closer to each other than to their borrowers. 

This paper contributes to three strands of the literature. First, there is a lack of research that 

theoretically explains and empirically identifies the fundamental determinants of the physical 

location of bank branches. In contrast, a rich empirical literature exploits plausibly exogenous 

spatial variation in bank branches – reflecting historical ‘quirks’ or waves of financial 

deregulation – to identify the impact of bank-branch clustering on various outcomes.2 While 

useful for identification, one ought to bear in mind that outside of these specific settings, 

branches are unlikely to be spread quasi-randomly across space. The limited literature that does 

investigate banks’ decisions about their branch network mainly focuses on the size of these 

networks rather than on their geographical distribution.3 Our contribution is to develop a simple 

and intuitive framework in which banks rationally trade off the market-size and price-cutting 

effects of geographical clustering. We then test our model predictions in a rich international 

context, using the introduction of information sharing as country-level shocks that push banks 

towards a new clustering equilibrium. 

Second, we add to the literature on the economic impact of information sharing. 

Theoretical contributions explore how information sharing reduces moral hazard and adverse 

selection, improves loan quality, and lowers interest rates (Padilla and Pagano, 1997; 2000), 

and in general may shape competition between banks (Bouckaert and Degryse, 2004; 2006; 

Bennardo, Pagano, and Piccolo, 2015). On the empirical side, cross-country evidence indicates 

that information sharing is associated with more private-sector lending, fewer defaults and 

lower interest rates (Jappelli and Pagano, 2002). Evidence suggests that (voluntary) private 

credit bureaus are more effective than (mandatory) public registries in this regard (Martinez-

Peria and Singh, 2014). Yet, it remains unclear exactly how information sharing affects bank 

behavior. We uncover an important mechanism: the central availability of hard borrower 

                                                            
2 See Jayaratne and Strahan (1996), Beck, Levine and Levkov (2010), Rice and Strahan (2010), Kroszner and 
Strahan (2014), Favara and Imbs (2015), Célérier and Matray (2019) for the US; Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales 
(2004), Herrera and Minetti (2007) and Benfratello, Schiantarelli and Sembenelli (2008) for Italy; and Berkowitz, 
Hoekstra and Schoors (2014) and Bircan and De Haas (2020) for Russia. 
3 Cerasi, Chizzolini and Ivaldi (2002) and Cohen and Mazzeo (2010) investigate the impact of competition on the 
size of branch networks. Temesvary (2015) shows theoretically and empirically that locational market power 
allows banks with larger branch networks to charge an interest-rate premium, while Coccorese (2012) incorporates 
branch decisions in a price competition model. 
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information leads to a different branch-clustering equilibrium that is associated with less spatial 

credit rationing.4 

Third, our findings add to the industrial organization literature on firm location. This 

literature asserts that customers trade off the utility they derive from products and the 

geographic distance to the firms where they can buy these products. As a result, firms have 

greater market power when they are closer to their customers. This literature starts with the 

Hotelling (1929) model where firms compete and price their products in geographic locations 

along a line of fixed length. Salop (1979) introduced a circle model on which firms are located 

and compete. Much sophistication has been built into such competition models over the years. 

Syverson (2004), for example, extends the Salop model to allow for heterogeneous producer 

costs and adds asymmetric information among producers about their production costs (see also, 

e.g., Barros, 1999; Dell'Ariccia, 2001; Kim, Lozano-Vivas and Morales, 2007). Our 

assumptions are less stringent than those in the original Salop model. In our model, borrowers 

are uniformly distributed on a two-dimensional plane and banks can cluster in a locality (in 

contrast to the Salop model where banks are equidistant). 

We proceed as follows. Section 2 introduces our theoretical background and hypotheses 

development after which Section 3 describes our data. Section 4 then sets out our methodology 

and Section 5 reports the empirical findings. Section 6 concludes. 

 
2. Theory and hypotheses 

We develop a simple spatial oligopoly model to illustrate the trade-off between the market-size 

and price-cutting effects of bank branch clustering.5  Specifically, we determine both the 

number of entrepreneurs who visit a locality to apply for credit (the market size) and the 

equilibrium loan rate prevailing in that locality (the price).6 This section sets out the main 

intuition of the model while Appendix 1 provides a more formal discussion. 

                                                            
4 Van Cayseele, Bouckaert, and Degryse (1994) analyze theoretically the effect of sharing ‘negative’ borrower 
information about past defaults and ‘positive’ information about indebtedness on the number of branches per bank. 
Unlike our paper, the authors do not analyze the spatial distribution of branches. 
5 We build on Konishi (2005) who models the spatial concentration of retail stores. 
6 To ensure tractability, we assume that depositors put all their savings in the nearest bank branch and that the 
introduction of information sharing has no impact on the deposit market, which is much less affected by 
information asymmetries. Our focus on lending as the key banking activity is consistent with much of the literature 
(e.g., Stein, 2002; Berger and Udell, 2006; Hauswald and Marquez, 2006, among others). An interesting exception 
is Park and Pennacchi (2009) who concurrently model credit granting and deposit taking. A number of recent 
contributions also highlight the importance of deposit taking for value creation in banking (Egan, Lewellen and 
Sunderam, 2017 and Drechsler, Savov and Schnabl, 2017; 2020). We leave the spatial modelling of the 
information derived from observing checking account turnover, for example, for future research. 
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In our model, both entrepreneurs and banking localities (towns and cities) are distributed 

across a two-dimensional plane, the former uniformly so, the latter in ways we describe below. 

Each entrepreneur wants to obtain a single loan for which she can apply by travelling to any 

locality with at least one bank branch. Entrepreneurs face a probability of not obtaining a loan 

when applying. Loan rejection decisions correlate across branches and we assume this 

correlation is the same for different localities. Loan size is homogeneous across entrepreneurs 

and normalized to one. Entrepreneurs need to pay a commuting cost to their locality of choice 

that is proportional to the travel distance. In addition, entrepreneurs pay the equilibrium loan 

rate prevailing in this locality if they successfully obtain a loan there. 

The model consists of three stages. In Stage I, banks open a finite number of branches 

across localities on the two-dimensional plane. They cluster their branches based on expected 

profits. In Stage II, entrepreneurs observe the branch locations and consequently receive a 

signal about the loan rate in each locality. They now decide, based on the project’s Net Present 

Value (NPV) in each locality, which locality to visit. The NPV depends on the distance to the 

locality (and the associated transportation costs), the probability of successfully applying for a 

loan there, and the interest rate in case the borrower receives credit. Each entrepreneur visits at 

most one locality: the one that in expectation gives the highest (positive) net return. If no 

locality yields a positive NPV, the entrepreneur does not apply for a loan. 

Critically, without the sharing of information among banks, information asymmetries 

between entrepreneurs and banks cause a discrete distance threshold beyond which the 

probability of an unsuccessful loan application is one.7 Stated otherwise, due to geographical 

credit rationing, entrepreneurs know for sure that they will be rejected when applying for a loan 

at branches beyond this distance threshold.8 Only below this threshold does the entrepreneur 

face the usual rejection probability and does she trade off the higher transportation costs of 

more distant localities (with more branches) against the higher probability of receiving a loan 

there (at a lower interest rate).9 Lastly, in Stage III of the model, bank branches in the same 

                                                            
7 This is similar in spirit to the adverse selection model of contestable local banking markets by Pagano and 
Jappelli (1993). In that set up, banks can lend to clients in their own town and, at a higher cost, to clients in ‘nearby’ 
towns but not to clients in ‘distant’ towns for whom lending costs are prohibitive. 
8 According to the president of the Italian Bankers’ Association, “the banker’s rule of thumb is to never lend to a 
client located more than three miles from his office” (quoted in Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales, 2004). The median 
Belgian small business borrower in Degryse and Ongena (2005) is located 2.5 kilometers (1.6 miles) from the 
lending branch. In U.S. data analyzed in Petersen and Rajan (2002) and Agarwal and Hauswald (2010) this median 
distance is 3.7 km (2.3 miles) and 4.2 km (2.6 miles), respectively. 
9 Hence, our model highlights the first-order impact of information sharing (on branching and lending) through 
the removal of geographical credit rationing (“the extensive margin”). We leave the incorporation of its impact 
through informational changes in local lending (“the intensive margin”) for future research. 
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locality compete the loan rate down to a local equilibrium level.10 We assume that branches 

grant loans at zero marginal cost. 

In our model, a larger bank-branch cluster increases an entrepreneur’s NPV for two reasons: 

a higher chance of getting a loan and loans being cheaper. These advantages may be (partially) 

offset if the locality is distant and transportation costs are high. There also exists a trade-off for 

the bank. On the one hand, stronger branch clustering expands the local market because 

entrepreneurs’ loan applications are more often accepted in deeper local banking markets (the 

market-size effect). On the other hand, branch clustering and the associated competition reduce 

loan rates (the price-cutting effect). This trade-off determines the optimal level of clustering 

(number of bank branches in the same locality) and makes the relationship between clustering 

and the expected profit of a branch follow an inverse U-shape. More branches in a locality 

initially leads to higher profits as the positive market-size effect dominates the negative price-

cutting effect. After some optimum, however, opening another branch in a locality drives down 

profits as the price-cutting effect more than offsets the increase in market size. 

The sharing of information among banks impacts the equilibrium level of branch clustering 

as it eliminates the distance threshold beyond which entrepreneurs cannot successfully apply 

for loans. Put differently, when borrower information is shared, entrepreneurs can in principle 

apply in each locality – as long as transportation costs are not prohibitive. This increased 

competition from distant localities incentivizes banks to make nearby localities more attractive: 

through branch clustering they aim to attract or retain relatively distant entrepreneurs that are 

in search of deeper credit markets in which they can apply for a loan from a wider variety of 

banks. This yields our first testable hypothesis: 

 

HYPOTHESIS 1: After the introduction of information sharing, different banks increasingly 

cluster their branches in the same localities. 

 

Our model predicts that banks exploit the opportunities of sharing borrower information by 

extending their branch network to localities where adding a branch of their own increases the 

number of different banks that entrepreneurs can choose from. In contrast, adding more 

branches of the same bank in a locality where this bank is already present does not make this 

locality a more attractive ‘shopping’ destination for distant entrepreneurs because loan 

                                                            
10 We assume that the equilibrium lending rate is determined by within-locality competition and is unaffected by 
distant banks. See Ho and Ishii (2011) for empirical evidence on this account. 
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rejection rates correlate perfectly among branches of the same bank. That is, if one branch of 

Bank A rejects an applicant then all other branches of Bank A reject this applicant too. This 

dynamic is also at work after the introduction of information sharing when attracting and 

retaining borrowers becomes more important. Our second hypothesis is therefore: 

 

HYPOTHESIS 2: After the introduction of information sharing, banks are more likely to open 

new branches in localities with no (or fewer) pre-existing own branches (all else equal). 

 

Our model also speaks to how information sharing differentially affects relationship lenders 

and transactional lenders, bank types that rely on different lending technologies. Whereas 

relationship banks depend primarily on long-term lending relationships during which they 

obtain and exploit proprietary (soft) borrower information, transactional banks instead mostly 

rely on publicly available (hard) information (Boot, 2000; Mian, 2006; Beck, Ioannidou, and 

Schäfer, 2018; Beck et al., 2018). Because soft information is more difficult to transport long-

distance than hard information, distance thresholds due to informational asymmetries will bind 

more for relationship banks. We therefore expect the introduction of information sharing, and 

thus the breakdown of the distance threshold, to impact relationship banks more, leading to an 

increase in relationship bank clustering in particular. Our third hypothesis is therefore: 

 

HYPOTHESIS 3: The impact of information sharing on bank clustering is stronger for 

relationship banks. 

 

Lastly, the impact of information sharing on branch clustering depends on how effective the 

information sharing system is. The extent to which information sharing eliminates the distance 

threshold due to information asymmetries, and thus fosters branch clustering, directly reflects 

how comprehensive and trustworthy the shared borrower information is. Our fourth and final 

hypothesis is therefore: 

 

HYPOTHESIS 4: The impact of information sharing on bank clustering is stronger in countries 

with higher quality information sharing systems. 
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3. Data 

To test our hypotheses, we use the introduction of information sharing regimes as country-level 

shocks that push banks towards a new clustering equilibrium. This approach requires time-

varying data on branch locations for countries that introduce information sharing – either 

through a public credit registry or through a private credit bureau – at different points in time. 

We have access to information on the geographical coordinates of 56,555 branches owned by 

614 banks in 8,536 localities (towns and cities) across 19 emerging European countries.11 The 

data paint a precise, complete and gradually changing picture – reflecting branch openings and 

closures – of the banking landscape during the years 1995 to 2012. Figure 1 depicts the spatial 

branch distribution in these countries at the start and the end of our sample. 

 

[Insert Figure 1 here] 

 

Appendix Table A2 summarizes the number of branches that opened or closed by year and 

country: 31,927 (1,065) branches opened (closed) during our sample period. Many branches 

were established during 2001-07, a period of rapid credit growth. The expansion of branch 

networks slowed down after the global financial crisis when fewer branches opened while 

branch closures (rare before the crisis) accelerated. Approximately half of all branch openings 

took place when a country had a credit registry or bureau in place. 

The unit of observation in our main analysis is the bank-locality-year (see Section 4). This 

means that for each bank in our data set, we track the number of existing branches (if any), the 

number of newly opened branches, and the number of closed branches in each of the 8,536 

localities (towns and cities). We do this for every year in the period 1995-2012. The resulting 

dependent variables capture the opening of new bank branches across localities and over time. 

Table 1 contains summary statistics while Appendix Table A1 provides all definitions. 

New branch opening is a dummy variable that captures whether a particular bank opens a 

new branch in a locality in a given year. Net branch opening is a dummy that also takes branch 

closures into account: it equals one if in a particular year and locality a bank adds at least one 

branch in net terms (that is, the number of branch openings minus closures is strictly positive), 

and equals zero otherwise. Table 1 shows that on average 4 percent of all bank-locality-year 

                                                            
11  A team of consultants with extensive banking experience collected these data by contacting banks or 
downloading data from bank websites. All information was double-checked with the banks as well as with the 
SNL Financial database. This data collection exercise was part of the second Banking Environment and 
Performance Survey (BEPS II). For more information, see Beck, Degryse, De Haas and Van Horen (2018) and 
www.ebrd.com/what-we-do/economics/data/banking-environment-and-performance-survey.html. 
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observations see a new branch opening. Given the small number of branch closures, this 

percentage is virtually the same for the variable Net branch opening. We also count the log of 

(one plus the) number of pre-existing branches in a locality that are owned by other banks (No. 

branches other banks) and by individual banks (No. branches own bank). Variation is 

substantial, with some localities not being served by any bank whereas some of the largest 

localities contain many bank branches. 

 

[Insert Table 1 here] 

 

To contrast the impact of information sharing on relationship lenders versus transactional 

lenders, we use three empirical proxies of banks’ lending techniques: size, ownership, and a 

direct measure of a bank’s main lending technology. We first classify a bank as small if the 

number of branches it operates is strictly below the country median. The existing literature 

suggests that small banks are more likely to apply relationship-lending techniques and hence 

have a comparative advantage in lending to small and informationally opaque firms. In contrast, 

large banks tend to be better at lending to larger and more transparent firms (Cole, Goldberg 

and White, 2004; Berger et al., 2005). We therefore expect that the introduction of information 

sharing affects smaller banks more. Table 1 shows that 32 percent of all banks in our data set 

are small and that these banks own 10 percent of all bank branches in our sample. 

Second, we merge our data with the bank ownership information of Claessens and Van 

Horen (2014) to distinguish between branches of foreign and domestic banks. A bank is 

classified as foreign if at least half of its equity is in foreign hands. Domestic banks can possess 

a comparative advantage in reducing information asymmetries vis-à-vis local firms (Mian, 

2006; Beck, Ioannidou, and Schӓfer, 2016). In this view, domestic banks tend to have a deeper 

understanding of local businesses and typically base their lending decisions on ‘soft’ qualitative 

information on these firms (Berger and Udell, 1995, 2002; Petersen and Rajan, 2002). In 

contrast, foreign banks may have difficulties in processing soft information and therefore tend 

to grant loans on a transaction-by-transaction basis using standardized decision methodologies 

(Berger, Klapper and Udell, 2001). Table 1 shows that only 43 percent of the banks in our 

country sample are still in domestic hands, reflecting the high levels of foreign direct 

investment in these banking systems. Domestic banks tend to be relatively large and on average 

account for 51 percent of all bank branches. 
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Third, we determine more directly whether a bank is a relationship lender or a transactional 

lender when providing credit to small businesses. Recent contributions argue that foreign banks, 

just like their domestic competitors, can successfully lend to small businesses (Berger and 

Udell, 2006). Indeed, Beck, Degryse, De Haas and Van Horen (2018) show that among both 

domestic and foreign banks in emerging Europe, large proportions operate as relationship 

lenders. Banks’ ownership and their lending techniques may thus be more orthogonal than 

previously thought. 

To characterize banks’ lending technologies, we follow Beck et al. (2018) and use question 

Q6 of the 2nd Banking Environment and Performance Survey (BEPS II). As part of this unique 

survey, the CEOs of banks participated in in-depth, face-to-face interviews in 2012. Question 

Q6 asked CEOs to rate on a five-point scale the importance (frequency of use) of the following 

techniques when dealing with small businesses: relationship lending; fundamental and cash-

flow analysis; business collateral; and personal collateral (personal assets pledged by the 

entrepreneur). Although, as expected, almost all banks find building a relationship (knowledge 

of the client) of some importance, 59 percent of the banks find building relationships “very 

important”, while the rest considers it only “important” or “neither important nor unimportant”. 

We categorize banks that find client relationships to be “very important” as relationship lenders 

and all other banks as transactional lenders.12 Table 1 also shows that while relationship banks 

make up 59 percent of all banks, they own only 45 percent of all branches (among the banks 

for which we have data on lending technologies). This confirms that relationship lenders are 

typically somewhat smaller than transactional lenders. 

Next, we collect data on the introduction of information sharing regimes from the World 

Bank Doing Business database. Appendix Table A3 shows that during 1995-2012, 13 out of 

the 19 countries in our data set introduced a public credit registry and 15 a private credit bureau. 

There exists substantial variation in the timing of these introductions, which is crucial for our 

empirical identification. We also measure the quality of these information-sharing regimes 

through the World Bank Doing Business credit information index. This index ranges from zero 

to six and reflects the rules and practices that affect the coverage, scope, and accessibility of 

credit information (higher values indicate information sharing that is more effective). 13 

                                                            
12 We have this information for slightly over half of all the banks in our sample. Beck et al. (2018) use credit 
registry data to show that when CEOs consider relationship lending to be very important, according to BEPS II, 
this is indeed reflected in the lending practices of their bank. 
13 A score of one is assigned for each of six features: Both positive credit information (outstanding loans and on-
time repayments) and negative information (late payments and defaults) are distributed; data on both firms and 
individuals are distributed; data from retailers, utility companies, and financial institutions are distributed; more 
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Unconditional (conditional) on either a credit registry or a credit bureau being in place, the 

average quality score across countries and years is 1.3 (2.4). 

Lastly, to test whether firms can borrow from more distant bank branches after the 

introduction of information sharing, we merge our branch data with the Kompass database on 

firm-bank relationships. Kompass provides information on firms’ address, industry and – 

critically for our purposes – the primary bank relationship.14 We have these data for the years 

2000 and 2005. We collect the geographical coordinates of Kompass firms based on their name 

and address and identify the name of their primary bank. We then match each Kompass firm 

to all the branches of their primary lender (using BEPS II information) and calculate the 

distance from the firm to each of these branches. We assume that firms borrow from the nearest 

branch of their primary bank and use this nearest distance as the Firm-branch distance in 

kilometers. The median distance between a firm and its primary bank is 1.8 km (Table 1). 

The Kompass data also allow us to create proxies for firms’ relative opaqueness. We 

construct the following three dummy variables: whether the firm has a publicly available email 

address (Has email address); whether the firm has a tax number (Has tax number); and whether 

the firm has formal opening/working hours (Has formal opening hours). Table 1 shows that 60 

percent of all firms have a publicly available email address, almost 74 percent of them have an 

official tax number, and 74 percent of the firms work based on formal openings hours. 

 

4. Identification 

To test our hypotheses, we apply a difference-in-difference-in-differences (DDD) framework 

in which (i) the treatment (the presence of information sharing) varies across countries and 

years and (ii) localities within countries are affected differentially depending on the pre-

existing bank branch structure. Because our treatment is introduced in a staggered fashion over 

time, and because treatment effects may be heterogeneous across countries, a standard two-

way fixed effects framework can yield biased estimates. This will be the case if some already-

treated countries (with information sharing in place) incorrectly act as controls for later events 

(Abraham and Sun, 2018; Goodman-Bacon, 2018; Callaway and Sant'Anna, 2020). 

To address this issue, we follow Cengiz, Dube, Lindner, and Zipperer (2019) and create 

event-specific data sets. Each event includes all observations from the countries in which 

                                                            
than two years of historical data are distributed; data on loan amounts below one percent of income per capita are 
distributed; and by law borrowers have the right to access their data in the largest credit bureau or registry. 
14 Other papers that employ Kompass include Ongena and Şendeniz-Yüncü (2011), Giannetti and Ongena (2012), 
Kalemli-Özcan, Laeven and Moreno (2018), and Beck, Ongena and Şendeniz-Yüncü (2019). 
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information sharing (the treatment) is introduced in the same calendar year as well as the 

observations from all clean control countries for a 6-year panel by event time (t=-3, …, 2) with 

information sharing introduced at t=0. 15  Clean control countries are those without any 

information sharing system in place within the full 6-year event window. We stack these event-

specific data sets to estimate a single average DDD result. Aligning events by event time 

instead of calendar time is equivalent to a setting where all events happen simultaneously. This 

approach avoids biases due to the negative weighting of some events (which can occur in a 

staggered design) or due to heterogeneous treatment effects (Goodman-Bacon, 2018). 

We then compare how, within the same country, the introduction of information sharing 

differentially affects branch openings across localities with different numbers of pre-existing 

branches from other banks. To test Hypothesis 1, we estimate the linear probability model: 

                       

New branch openingijct = β1*Information sharingct*No. branches other banksijct + β2*No. 

branches other banksijct + Φjt + Φit + Φij + εijct 

(1)

 

Where the dependent variable New branch openingijct is a dummy that equals one if bank 

i opens a new branch in locality j of country c in year t, and equals zero otherwise. Information 

sharingct is a dummy that equals one if banks in country c share borrower information in year 

t, and equals zero otherwise (the level effect of this variable is absorbed by the fixed effects). 

No. branches other banksijct measures the number of pre-existing branches by banks other than 

bank i in locality j. Based on our model, we expect β1 to be positive as the introduction of 

information sharing induces banks to cluster to attract more borrowers. That is, after the 

introduction of a credit registry or bureau, banks are more likely to open new branches in 

localities that already had more branches of other banks to begin with. 

The most saturated version of this model includes three types of interactive fixed effects: 

locality*year (Φjt); bank*year (Φit); and bank*locality (Φij). We also allow these effects to 

vary by treatment event. Locality*year fixed effects absorb all time-varying and time-invariant 

historical, social, economic and cultural differences across towns and cities. Importantly, this 

includes local trends in credit demand that may affect the location choice of banks. These fixed 

effects also wipe out local variation in labor markets or in the available IT infrastructure. 

Bank*year fixed effects flexibly account for time variation in individual banks’ operational 

                                                            
15 In addition to the nineteen countries in our data set, we also have bank branch data for Hungary, Lithuania, and 
Slovenia. However, because these countries already introduced information sharing in 1994 or 1995, we cannot 
include them in our analysis, as no pre-treatment data are available. 
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strategies and financial health that affect their branch network as a whole. Bank*locality fixed 

effects absorb time-invariant variation across banks in each specific locality. Lastly, εijct is the 

error term and we cluster standard errors at the country*treatment event level. 

To test Hypothesis 2, we measure the number of pre-existing branches of the same bank in 

each locality (No. branches own bank) and run the following linear probability model: 

             

New branch openingijct = β1*Information sharingct*No. branches own bankijct + β2*No. branches 

own bankijct + Φjt + Φit + Φij + εijct 

(2)

 

Our theoretical model predicts that information sharing reduces the probability that banks open 

a new branch in localities where they themselves already operate one or several branches. We 

thus expect β1 to be negative. 

To test Hypothesis 3, we also examine whether information sharing differentially affects 

relationship versus transactional lenders. We do so by further interacting our treatment with 

Bank type and running the following model: 

 

New branch openingijct = β1*Information sharingct*No. branches other banksijct + 

β2*Information sharingct *No. branches other banksijct*Bank typeic + β3*No. branches other 

banksijct*Bank typeic + β4*No. branches other banksijct + Φjt + Φit + Φij + εijct 

(3)

 

Bank type is one out of three time-invariant proxies for whether a bank is a relationship lender: 

a small bank dummy; a domestic bank dummy; or a dummy for whether relationship lending 

is the main technique when lending to small businesses. Based on our theoretical model, we 

expect information sharing to have a bigger impact on relationship than on transactional lenders 

so that especially relationship lenders start to open new branches in localities with more pre-

existing branches of other banks. That is, we expect both β1 and β2 to be positive. 

Lastly, we investigate whether the relationship between information sharing and branch 

clustering is more pronounced when the quality of information sharing is higher (Hypothesis 

4). The time-varying variable Quality information sharingct measures the rules and practices 

affecting the accessibility, coverage, scope, and quality of the borrower information that is 

publicly available. Augmenting the base regression (1) with this variable renders: 
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New branch openingijct = β1*Information sharingct*No. branches other banksijct + β2*Quality 

information sharingct*No. branches other banksijct + β3*No. branches other banksijct + Φjt + Φit 

+ Φij + εijct 

(4)

 

Quality information sharingct is by definition only available for country-years in which banks 

exchange borrower information (that is, when Information sharingct equals one). It equals zero 

if there is no information sharing in a specific country and year. Based on our theoretical model, 

we expect β2 (and β1) to be positive. 

 

5. Empirical results 

5.1. Baseline results 

Table 2 presents regression results based on the linear probability models (1) and (2). The 

dependent variable is New branch opening, which indicates whether a bank opens a branch in 

a particular locality in a particular year. We investigate hypotheses 1 and 2 in columns 1–4 and 

5–8, respectively, while increasingly saturating the models with interactive fixed effects. 

Columns 2 and 6 include Locality*Year*Treatment event fixed effects while in columns 3 and 

7 we add Bank*Year*Treatment event fixed effects. We further saturate the specifications with 

Locality*Bank*Treatment event fixed effects in columns 4 and 8. These granular fixed effects 

together capture unobserved variation at various levels, including changes in local credit 

demand, which might otherwise bias our results. 

In line with our first hypothesis, columns 1 to 4 show that when a country introduces 

information sharing, banks become more likely to open new branches in localities with more 

pre-existing branches of competitor banks. This effect of establishing a credit registry or credit 

bureau is also economically significant. Our preferred (most complete) specification in column 

4 indicates that with information sharing in place, a one standard deviation higher number of 

pre-existing bank branches in a locality increases the probability that an additional new branch 

is opened in that locality by 62 percent. The second row of coefficients shows that also in the 

absence of information sharing, a higher presence of other bank branches increases the chances 

of additional branches opening. Yet, the introduction of information sharing significantly 

increases this tendency of banks to cluster together, as predicted by our model. 

Next, columns 5 to 8 show that in line with Hypothesis 2 information sharing induces banks 

to open new branches in localities where they operate fewer existing branches of their own. 

The effect is again sizable. Column 8 shows that after the introduction of information sharing, 
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a one standard deviation increase in the number of pre-existing own branches in a locality 

reduces the likelihood that a bank opens another branch in that locality by 6.7 percentage points. 

In sum, Table 2 shows that the introduction of information sharing induces banks to open 

branches in localities where they did not yet operate themselves but where relatively many 

other banks were already present. As a result, the spatial clustering of bank branches intensifies 

once a country starts operating a credit registry or a credit bureau. 

 

[Insert Table 2 here] 

 

To gain more insights into the dynamics at play, we conduct an event-study analysis where we 

define an event as the year in which a country introduces an information-sharing regime. We 

present results for a six-year window around these events (the year of introduction is t=0). 

Figure 2 shows the pre- and post-trends for the probability of opening a new branch in localities 

with more pre-existing branches owned by other banks (Panel A) and by the bank itself (Panel 

B). All estimates are expressed as changes relative to event date t=-1 (the estimates for which 

we normalize to zero) and based on the most saturated specifications in column 4 (Panel A) 

and column 8 (Panel B) of Table 2. 

Figure 2 reveals sharp changes at the time of the introduction of information sharing in 

terms of where banks open new branches. Banks become more likely to open new branches in 

localities with more pre-existing branches from other banks (Panel A) but fewer branches of 

their own (Panel B). While the magnitude of the estimated effects gets somewhat smaller over 

time, the effects continue to be substantial and statistically significant three years out. This 

suggests that the introduction of information sharing pushes banks towards a durable new 

clustering equilibrium. Equally importantly, we only observe slight trends prior to the 

introduction of information sharing. These leads are also very small relative to the post-

treatment effect estimates. Taken together, the sharp changes that we observe at t=0 in terms 

of where banks open new branches; the lack of substantial pre-treatment trends; and the 

persistent post-treatment effects all validate our research design. 

 

 [Insert Figure 2 here] 
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5.2. Information sharing, relationship lending, and branch clustering 

The introduction of information sharing may not affect all banks equally. In particular, our 

third hypothesis states that the impact of information sharing will be stronger among 

relationship banks as compared with transactional banks. In Table 3, we test this hypothesis by 

further interacting our main interaction term – Information sharing*No. branches other banks 

– with the variable Bank type. Bank type is one of three proxies for a bank’s reliance on 

relationship lending: whether the bank is relatively small (columns 1-2); whether it is 

domestically owned (columns 3-4); and whether its CEO finds relationship lending a very 

important technique to provide credit to small businesses (columns 5-6). From hereon we focus 

on the two regression specifications that are most saturated with interactive fixed effects. 

The first two columns of Table 3 show that while the introduction of information sharing 

increases the tendency of large banks to cluster their branches, this impact is somewhat larger 

for small banks. To the extent that smaller banks rely more on relationship lending, this finding 

is therefore in line with our third hypothesis. Economically, when information sharing is 

introduced, a one standard deviation higher number of pre-existing branches of competitor 

banks in a locality increases the probability of a new branch opening by 64 and 68 percent for 

large and small banks, respectively. This difference does not simply reflect that small banks 

are more likely to open new branches. Instead, it shows that conditional on a new branch being 

opened, small banks are particularly likely to do so in a locality with more pre-existing branches 

once information sharing is introduced. 

Next, in columns 3 and 4 of Table 3, we assess heterogeneity by bank ownership. As 

discussed in Section 2, some prior studies have proxied lending technologies by comparing 

domestic versus foreign banks. The traditional dichotomy is then that domestic banks are 

mostly relationship lenders while foreign banks rely more on transactional lending. Yet, we 

find no evidence for heterogeneous effects of information sharing by bank ownership. The 

triple interaction terms in columns 3 and 4 are small and imprecisely estimated. This null result 

is in line with Beck, Degryse, De Haas and Van Horen (2018) who find that the often (implicitly) 

assumed ‘bank stereotype’ that domestic banks are relationship lenders while foreign banks are 

transactional lenders, does not necessarily hold in reality – at least not in the emerging markets 

in their and in our sample. 

We then proceed by using our most direct measure of a bank’s main lending technique 

when dealing with small businesses. The results in columns 5 and 6 of Table 3 show that while 

information sharing leads to more branch clustering among transactional lenders (as shown by 
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the coefficient for the interaction term in the first line) the impact on relationship banks is even 

larger – again in line with our third hypothesis. However, in absolute terms this difference is 

limited, at about a fourth of the difference between small and large banks. 

 

 [Insert Table 3 here] 

 

5.3. The quality of information sharing regimes and branch clustering 

Our model posits that the extent to which information sharing successfully eliminates the 

distance threshold due to information asymmetries, and thus fosters branch clustering, depends 

directly on how comprehensive and trustworthy the shared borrower information is 

(Hypothesis 4). In Table 4, we now test whether in countries that introduce a particularly 

effective information-sharing system, subsequent bank branch clustering is stronger. We can 

only measure the variable Quality information sharing in countries with information sharing 

in place; in countries without information sharing we set this variable to zero. 

Columns 1 and 2 of Table 4 show that in line with our fourth hypothesis the introduction 

of information sharing boosts branch clustering particularly in countries where the system is 

more effective. The results in column 2 indicate that an improvement of the registry quality by 

one point (out of six) increases branch clustering due to information sharing by 18 percent. 

In columns 3 and 4, we restrict the data set to only those observations from countries and 

years in which some form of information sharing was in place. That is, we now focus on the 

intensive margin of information sharing to see whether, conditional on a credit registry and/or 

bureau being in place, more effective information sharing is associated with more bank 

clustering. In line with the first two columns, the results indicate that this is indeed the case. 

 

[Insert Table 4 here] 

 

5.4. Robustness and placebo tests 

Instrumental variables regressions 

One may worry that the introduction of information sharing in a country is endogenous as it 

reflects unobservable national circumstances that also bear directly on branch clustering. 

However, such country and time specific confounds are at least partly controlled for by our 

Locality*Year*Treatment event fixed effects. A related issue concerns reverse causality 

whereby the structure of a country’s banking sector influences the (timing of) the introduction 
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of information sharing. To alleviate this concern, we instrument the introduction of information 

sharing in a country-year with the percentage of all neighboring countries that introduced 

information sharing in the past five years (Martinez Peria and Singh, 2014). This 

instrumentation strategy builds on the notion that financial reforms tend to converge regionally 

(Abiad and Mody, 2005). The exclusion restriction is that the introduction of information 

sharing in nearby countries only has an impact on domestic bank clustering via an increase in 

the probability that information sharing is introduced domestically as well. 

Because the country*year-level variable Information sharing gets absorbed by our 

interactive fixed effects, the endogenous variables in our most saturated baseline specifications 

are in fact the interaction terms Information sharing*Number branches other banks and 

Information sharing*Number branches own bank. We make use of the fact that interactions of 

instruments with exogenous variables are valid instruments for endogenous variables interacted 

with exogenous variables (Wooldridge, 2002, p. 122). As first-stage instruments we therefore 

use interaction terms between the percentage of neighboring countries that introduced 

information sharing in the previous five years and a locality-level measure of the number of 

pre-existing branches of other banks (column 1) or the bank itself (column 2). 

Table 5 reports our IV results. The first stages (columns 1 and 2) show a strong and positive 

correlation between the introduction of information sharing in neighboring countries in the 

recent past (interacted with the local pre-existing branch structure) and the introduction of a 

credit registry or bureau in the country of observation (similarly interacted). The second-stage 

estimates are comparable to our baseline results though larger by a factor of three. There are 

two reasons why the IV estimates may be larger. First, as discussed above, information sharing 

may have emerged later in countries with relatively strong branch clustering to begin with. 

Correcting for this endogenous treatment timing then increases the (IV) estimate. A second 

explanation is the Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE) when the impact of information 

sharing on branch clustering differs across countries. If information sharing has a larger impact 

on branch clustering in complier countries (that is, those countries where the introduction of a 

credit registry or a credit bureau had been delayed by a lack of ‘example’ information-sharing 

systems in neighboring countries) than in non-complier countries, then the IV estimates will 

be larger than their OLS counterparts. 

 

[Insert Table 5 here] 
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Net branch openings and per capita branch openings 

Next, we replace our dependent variable, New branch opening, by Net branch opening. This 

dummy variable also takes the closure of local bank branches into account by measuring 

whether there is a net increase in the number of branches of a bank in a specific locality and 

year. We present the results in columns 1-4 of Appendix Table A4. They are very similar to 

our baseline results in Table 2, both statistically and economically. 

In columns 5-8 of Table A4, we normalize the number of bank branches by the population 

of the locality (town or city), using data from the World Cities Database. We construct the 

variables No. branches other banks per 1,000 population and No. branches own bank per 1,000 

population. Normalizing the presence of bank branches by the local population does not affect 

our results. This also reflects that our most saturated specifications already include 

Locality*Year*Treatment event fixed effects, so that we effectively compare how different 

banks – with different numbers of pre-existing branches in the same locality (of a given 

population size) in the same year – react differentially to the introduction of information 

sharing at the country level. 

Note also that we were able to collect precise population data for about a quarter of all 

observations. It is reassuring that our results hold up well in this (non-random) sub-sample. 

 
Bank branch clustering in rural versus urban areas 

A separate though related issue is that our findings could mostly reflect branch clustering in 

specific parts of countries. A secular urbanization process can induce a disproportionate 

increase in the opening of new bank branches in urban areas. We may then pick up clustering 

forces in urban areas that are largely unrelated to (but coincide with) the introduction of 

information-sharing regimes. Figure 2, which shows sharp changes in clustering behavior right 

after the introduction of information sharing regimes, should already partly dispel concerns 

about gradual trends driving our estimates. To investigate this issue further, we split our sample 

into localities with less than 50,000 inhabitants; localities with between 50,000 and 250,000 

inhabitants; and localities with over 250,000 inhabitants.16 We then rerun our baseline (fully 

saturated) regression specifications on all three samples. Appendix Table A5 shows that our 

estimates point to a somewhat stronger impact of information sharing in larger localities. Yet, 

                                                            
16 We use data from the World Bank-EBRD Business Environment and Performance Survey (BEEPS) to divide 
localities into these three broad size buckets. This allows us to retain more observations as compared with the 
approach in Table A4 where we collect the exact population size of localities using the World Cities Database. 
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the impacts in more rural areas are highly significant and economically sizable too. We 

conclude that our baseline findings do not reflect secular urbanization trends. 

 
Controlling for other country-level reforms 

Our sample countries went through a process of significant economic and political 

transformation after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. Because many structural reforms 

occurred simultaneously, one may worry that our information-sharing treatment partially picks 

up other reforms as well. We note though that much of the structural reform agenda was heavily 

concentrated in the first decade of transition (EBRD, 2013) – that is, before countries 

introduced information sharing (see Table A3 for the timing of these introductions). 

To address this concern more formally, we include four additional interactions with the 

locality-level number of pre-existing bank branches. This allows us to control for key reform 

dimensions that might confound our estimates of the impact of new information-sharing 

regimes. The first variable we interact with is a dummy that equals one if a country is a member 

of the European Union in a particular year and equals zero otherwise. According to the principle 

of single authorization, a bank authorized to operate in any one EU country can provide its 

services throughout the whole Single Market. Acceding the EU may therefore expose a country 

to foreign-bank entry and an associated change in branch clustering dynamics. The countries 

in our sample were on average an EU member for 17 percent of the sample period (Table 1). 

Second, we control for countries’ progress with setting up effective competition policies. 

We take the EBRD Transition Indicator for competition policy, which can range between 1 

(“no competition legislation and institutions”) and 4+ (“Standards and performance typical of 

advanced industrial economies: effective enforcement of competition policy; unrestricted entry 

to most markets”). The average score on this measure across the years and countries in our 

sample is 2.2 (Table 1). Enhanced competition policy may change the clustering of real 

economic activity and, via demand effects, eventually influence the clustering of the supply of 

financial services. 

Third, we interact with the EBRD Transition Indicator for small-scale privatization. This 

indicator also ranges between 1 (“Little progress”) and 4+ (“Standards and performance typical 

of advanced industrial economies: no state ownership of small enterprises; effective tradability 

of land”). This indicator averages 3.7 across the countries and years in our data set (Table 1). 

Progress with small-scale privatization makes lending to small businesses more attractive and 

can therefore have an independent impact on the branching decisions of commercial banks. 
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Fourth, we employ a measure of how pro-competitive bank regulation is. This measure, 

taken from the IMF Financial Reforms Database, can range between 0 and 3 and averages 2.8 

in our data set (Table 1). It measures whether the government allows the entry of new domestic 

banks; whether there are restrictions on bank branching; and whether the government allows 

banks to engage in a wide range of activities. This variable therefore provides a direct gauge 

of whether governments constrain banks’ branching decisions in a top-down manner. Where 

and when such constraints bind less, it is easier for banks to optimize their branching decisions, 

including in response to the introduction of new information-sharing regimes. 

In Appendix Table A6, we first add these additional interaction terms one-by-one (columns 

1-4 and 6-9) and then all at the same time (columns 5 and 10). Throughout all specifications, 

the interaction between information sharing and the pre-existing locality-level number of 

branches remains statistically significant at the 1 percent level. Moreover, controlling for the 

impact of EU membership, competition policy, and progress with small-scale privatization 

hardly makes a dent in the magnitude of the coefficient. Interestingly, this differs in columns 

4-5 and 9-10, where we (also) control for the state of bank regulation (of which restrictions on 

bank branching is a key component). When we add an additional interaction term with this 

variable, our coefficient of interest declines by about two-thirds. This indicates that changes in 

top-down restrictions on banks’ branching decisions had an important impact on local 

clustering equilibria too. However, even when controlling for this, we find large effects of the 

introduction of information sharing. A one standard deviation higher number of pre-existing 

bank branches in a locality increases the probability that a bank opens an additional branch by 

17 percent after the introduction of information sharing. Likewise, a one standard deviation 

higher number of own bank branches in a locality, reduces the likelihood of another branch 

opening by the same bank by 2.4 percent. 

 
Placebo test 

We conduct a placebo test in which, within each treatment event, we randomize the countries 

that introduced information sharing. For example, the 2001 treatment event consists of all 

countries that introduced information sharing in 2001 (the real treated) as well as all countries 

that did not have or introduce information sharing in the six-year window around 2001 (the 

clean controls). Suppose the number of real treated countries in 2001 is three. We then 

randomly pick three placebo treatment countries from the set of all real treated and clean 

controls in the 2001 event sample. We do this for each event, stack the resulting randomized 

event samples, and rerun our baseline regressions (columns 4 and 8 of Table 2) to estimate the 
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coefficient of our interaction terms of interest. We repeat this process 500 times and plot the 

distribution of the point estimates for these placebo treatments in Figure 3. The top (bottom) 

panel shows the estimates related to column 4 (8) of Table 2. The vertical red lines indicate the 

95th percentile of this distribution. Reassuringly, we find that in both panels the real coefficient 

estimate from Table 2 (0.395 for the top figure and -0.125 for the bottom figure) lies outside 

the corresponding distribution of the placebo treatment coefficients. 

 

[Insert Figure 3 here] 

 

5.5. Information sharing and geographical credit rationing 

An important model prediction that we have not yet been able to test with our branch-level data 

is that the introduction of information sharing reduces spatial credit rationing: firms will be 

able to borrow from more distant bank branches. To test this prediction empirically, we merge 

our branch data with information from the Kompass database on firm-bank relationships. We 

then assume that firms borrow from the nearest branch of their primary bank and use this 

nearest distance as the Firm-branch distance in kilometers. 

Of all countries in Kompass, there are four that introduced information sharing between 

2000 and 2005 and that are also included in our BEPS data: the Czech Republic, Estonia, Latvia, 

and Poland. Because the bank information in Kompass and in BEPS can only be matched 

poorly for Estonia and Latvia, we focus on the Czech Republic and Poland. These countries 

introduced information sharing in 2002 and 2001, respectively. We also include two countries 

that did not introduce information sharing between 2000 and 2005. There are four such BEPS 

countries (Croatia, Hungary, Slovak Republic, and Ukraine) but because the matching of bank 

information is very poor for the Slovak Republic and Ukraine we focus on the first two. We 

thus compare the change in firm-branch distance between 2000 and 2005 in two countries that 

introduced information sharing during this period (Czech Republic and Poland) with the 

change in firm-branch distance in two similar countries that did not (Croatia and Hungary). 

The final merged data set contains 9,348 and 4,960 firm records in 2000 and 2005, respectively, 

across these four countries. 

The upper panel of Table 6 shows summary statistics and a two-sample t-test with unequal 

variances. In the countries that introduced information sharing between 2000 and 2005, firms 

on average borrow from more distant bank branches in 2005 than in 2000 (2 km and 8 km 

further for the Czech Republic and Poland, respectively). In contrast, firms do not borrow from 
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more distant branches in the two comparator countries that did not introduce information 

sharing during this period (Croatia and Hungary). We analyze this more formally in a 

difference-in-differences regression framework (lower panel of Table 6). Column 1 shows that 

after the introduction of information sharing, firms borrow from branches that are around 15 

km further away as compared with firms in countries that did not introduce information sharing 

during the same period.17 

If the sharing of hard information reduces geographical credit rationing, allowing firms to 

borrow from more distant bank branches, then we expect this to be particularly important for 

firms that are more opaque. For these firms, information asymmetries are more of an issue and 

the new publicly available information may therefore have more ‘bite’. To test whether this is 

the case, we use the Kompass data to construct three dummy variables that proxy for a firm’s 

opaqueness. We then use these opaqueness proxies to construct triple interaction terms with 

Information sharing. Each model is fully saturated with additional (unreported) interaction 

terms between the country and year fixed effects and the respective opaqueness proxy. 

Columns 2, 3, and 4 of Table 6 present the results. We find that the effect of information 

sharing on the reduction in spatial credit rationing is about twice as large for relatively opaque 

firms than for more transparent firms. For instance, while the average effect of information 

sharing is an increase in the firm-bank distance of 15.1 km (column 1), column 2 shows that 

this effect is 19.2 km for more opaque firms (here proxied as those without an email address) 

and only 11.3 for less opaque firms (with an email address). Because of these differential 

impacts, opaque and less opaque firms partially converge in terms of the geographical radius 

within which they can successfully seek out attractive borrowing opportunities. 

 

[Insert Table 6 here] 

 

6. Concluding remarks  

It is well known that branches of different banks tend to cluster spatially. Yet, to date there 

exists surprisingly little theoretical and empirical research on the drivers of this phenomenon. 

Our contribution is to use the introduction of information sharing regimes as plausibly 

exogenous shocks that shift the relative advantages and disadvantages of branch clustering. We 

                                                            
17 We compare the average distance between firms and their lender for a cross-section of firms in 2000 with that 
of a cross-section of firms in 2005. This average distance can increase faster in countries that introduce 
information sharing because existing borrowers switch to a new, more distant lender or because previously credit 
rationed borrowers now have access to a larger variety of (more remote) lenders. 
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then observe how these shocks play out at a very disaggregated level (that of individual towns 

and cities) across a large number of countries. 

We start by building a simple spatial oligopoly model of branch clustering. The model 

focuses on the trade-off between the market-size effect and the price-cutting effect of clustering. 

It predicts that the sharing of hard borrower information among banks stimulates clustering due 

to an increase in competition from far-away bank branches. The model also predicts that after 

the introduction of information sharing, banks are less likely to open additional branches in 

locations where they already own a branch. Lastly, our model indicates that the impact is more 

pronounced for relationship banks and in countries with credit registries of higher quality. 

In the empirical part of the paper, we test these theoretical predictions by exploiting 

dynamic information on the geographical locations of bank branches. We find that the 

establishment of information sharing has a significantly positive impact on bank clustering and 

that this impact is larger for relationship banks. We also show that after the introduction of 

information sharing, banks are more likely to establish new branches in localities where they 

themselves did not yet have a branch presence. Moreover, we provide evidence that suggests 

that due to these changes the average firm is able to borrow from more distant bank branches.  

Our results indicate that branch clustering is a function of the public availability of 

trustworthy hard borrower information. When such information becomes more broadly 

available, banks can expand their branch network to new localities that they would previously 

have avoided. At the same time, it becomes more important for banks to cluster together as a 

higher local variety of banks makes it easier to attract distant customers. In other words, 

information sharing makes it more important for banks to move closer to each other than to be 

closer to potential clients. 

Taken together, these findings mean that banking markets become more homogenous in 

terms of composition – as they are served by the same banks that now operate across the 

country – but less homogenous in terms of size. While the public availability of hard 

information leads to further clustering of banks in well-served locations, other (smaller) 

locations may lose out as access to credit deteriorates further. Assessing the real-economic 

impacts of such spatial variation in access to credit due to information sharing is a promising 

avenue for further research. 
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Appendix 1. Theoretical model 

In our model, both entrepreneurs and banking localities (towns and cities) are distributed across 

a two-dimensional plane, the former uniformly so, the latter in ways we describe below. Each 

entrepreneur has identical project returns r and wants to obtain a single loan for which she can 

apply by travelling to any locality with at least one bank branch. Entrepreneurs face a 

probability p of not obtaining a loan when applying. Loan rejection decisions correlate across 

branches with correlation φ. We assume this correlation is the same for different localities. 

Loan size is homogeneous across entrepreneurs and normalized to one. Entrepreneurs need 

to pay the commuting cost to their locality of choice and this cost equals the distance times a 

positive transportation cost coefficient t. In addition, entrepreneurs pay the equilibrium loan 

rate prevailing in this locality if they successfully obtain a loan there. 

We assume there are two nearby bank localities d and s as well as a more distant bank 

locality w. Each entrepreneur visits at most one of these three localities to apply for a loan. We 

focus on the derivation of the equilibrium level of branch clustering (number of bank branches 

k) in locality d, treating as given the situation in localities s and w. While stylized, this three-

locality setting allows us to derive our main testable hypotheses. 

The model consists of three stages. In Stage I, banks open a finite number of branches 

across localities on the two-dimensional plane. They cluster branches based on expected profits. 

In Stage II, entrepreneurs observe the branch locations and consequently receive a signal about 

the loan rate in each locality. They now decide, based on the project’s Net Present Value (NPV) 

in each locality, which locality to visit. The NPV depends on the distance to the locality (and 

the associated transportation costs), the probability of successfully applying for a loan there, 

and the interest rate in case the borrower receives credit. Each entrepreneur visits at most one 

locality: the one that in expectation gives the highest (positive) net return. If no locality yields 

a positive NPV, the entrepreneur does not apply for a loan. 

Critically, without the sharing of hard information among banks, information asymmetries 

between entrepreneurs and banks cause a discrete distance threshold beyond which the 

probability p of an unsuccessful loan application is 1. Stated otherwise, due to geographical 

credit rationing, entrepreneurs know for sure that they will be rejected when applying for a loan 

at branches beyond the distance threshold. Only below this threshold does the entrepreneur 

face the usual rejection probability p<1 and trades off the higher transportation costs of more 

distant localities against the higher probability of receiving a loan (at a relatively low cost) in 

distant localities with more branches. 
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Lastly, in Stage III of the model, bank branches in the same locality compete the loan rate 

down to a local equilibrium level. We assume that bank branches grant loans at zero marginal 

cost. We proceed by backward induction and start in Stage III. In locality d with k bank 

branches the equilibrium loan rate is: 

 

⁄ (1)

 

where  stands for the minimum loan rate and  is a markup that banks can extract from 

nearby borrowers, for a total of oligopoly rent equal to id. With more bank branches, the 

equilibrium loan rate decreases in line with the price-cutting effect of branch presence. We 

assume that each bank operates a maximum of one branch per locality. This is equivalent to 

assuming that multiple local branches of the same bank do not compete with each other 

(making loan rejection rates perfectly correlated among them). 

So far, we have focused on the borrowing costs that entrepreneurs face in locality d. In 

order to derive the entrepreneur’s NPV in this locality, we need to know the probability of loan 

acceptance. This in turn depends on the local number of branches. To start, assume a locality 

with only two bank branches that exhibit equal loan rejection probabilities p. Moreover, the 

loan decision is correlated across branches with correlation φ>0 because both branches possess 

partially overlapping proprietary borrower information. The joint probability of rejection at 

both branches then equals (Gupta and Tao, 2010): 

 

2 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 1 ∗ 1 ∗ ∗ 1  

 

(2)

In the case of three branches, we can compare the third branch with the first two branches, 

while treating those first two as one unit. The joint probability of rejection at all three branches 

then equals: 

 

3 ∗ 2 ∗ ∗ 2 ∗ 1 ∗ 1 2  (3)

 

Likewise, if there are k bank branches in locality d, then the joint probability of rejection in 

locality d is: 

∗ 1 ∗ ∗ 1 ∗ 1 ∗ 1 1  (4)
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Then in Stage II, given the expected loan rates in each bank locality, an entrepreneur decides 

which locality to visit by maximizing her project’s expected NPV: 

 

1 ∗ (5)

 

Where R is the geographic distance between the entrepreneur and locality d. If we assume that 

localities d and s are sufficiently distant such that local entrepreneurs cannot realize a positive 

NPV in both localities simultaneously, then the marginal entrepreneur wanting to borrow in d 

should satisfy 0 and the market area for locality d is determined by a circle around d 

with radius: 

 

	
∗ 1 ⁄  (6)

 

This also implies that the market areas of localities d and s do not overlap and that there is 

therefore no competition between d and s. 

We can generalize the model to allow for competition among nearby bank localities. We 

then assume that around locality d there is an infinite number of localities s at a constant 

distance m. For an entrepreneur situated between locality d and s, where the distance to locality 

d equals R, the distance to locality s will equal (m-R). The transportation cost for this 

entrepreneur to visit locality s then equals t(m-R). Assume that each locality s has the same 

number of branches j. The NPV for the entrepreneur when she borrows in locality s is then: 

 

1  (7)

 

The equilibrium loan rate at locality s equals: 

 

⁄                                                                    (8)

 

Assume that localities d and s are close enough so that the entrepreneur’s NPV is positive in 

both localities. The entrepreneur then opts for the locality that offers her the highest NPV. The 

marginal entrepreneur is indifferent between borrowing in locality d and s: 

 

                                                                     (9)
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This gives us the radius R of locality d: 

 
∗ 1 1 2⁄ /2              (10)

 

Therefore, all entrepreneurs for whom the distance to d is less than R go to locality d to apply 

for a loan. In other words, the market area for locality d encompasses a circle around locality 

d with the above radius. Comparing (10) with (6) shows that the market area around locality d 

shrinks because of competition of nearby locality s (assuming that m is not too large). 

Lastly, in Stage I, banks determine the clustering of their branches based on expected 

profits. Assume, for example, that the market areas of localities d and s do not overlap.18 If all 

bank branches in locality d equally share the total market, then the market size of each branch 

in locality d is: 

 

∗ ⁄ ∗ 1 ⁄ / (11)

 

The expected profit of each branch in locality d is then: 

 

∗ (12)

 

Banks will not open a branch in locality d if the expected profit is below the expected profit of 

opening a stand-alone branch in a new locality. 

In our model, branch clusters increase an entrepreneur’s NPV for two reasons: a higher 

chance of getting a loan and loans being cheaper. These advantages may be (partially) offset if 

the locality is distant and transportation costs are high. There also exists a trade-off for the bank. 

On the one hand, branch clustering increases the local market because entrepreneurs’ loan 

applications are accepted more often in deeper banking markets (the market-size effect). On 

the other hand, branch clustering and the associated competition reduce loan rates (the price-

cutting effect). This trade-off determines the optimal level of clustering (number of bank 

branches k in the same locality) and makes the relationship between clustering and the expected 

profit of a branch follow an inverse U-shape. More branch clustering initially leads to higher 

profits as the positive market-size effect dominates the negative price-cutting effect. After some 

                                                            
18 Alternatively, when the market areas of localities d and s overlap, radius expression (10) needs to be substituted 
into (11) in order to calculate the market size and resulting bank branch profits. 
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optimum, however, opening another branch in a locality drives down profits as the price-cutting 

effect more than offsets the increase in market size. 

Crucially, in the absence of the sharing of hard information, entrepreneurs can only apply 

for a loan in nearby localities d and s. After all, due to geographical credit rationing, the loan-

rejection probability in distant locality w is 1. However, when information sharing is introduced 

the entrepreneur can also choose to apply for a loan in locality w. 

Assume there are n branches located in distant locality w and there is a strictly positive 

additional cost component c. These costs include higher expenses due to long-distance travel 

as well as agency costs that result from the serious information asymmetries between bank 

branches and very distant entrepreneurs. The marginal entrepreneur who chooses the far-away 

locality w should hence satisfy: 

 

1 0 (13)

 

Assume the market areas for localities d and s do not overlap prior to information sharing and 

radius (6) applies. With information sharing (and if the transaction cost c is sufficiently small), 

the fraction of entrepreneurs that still visits bank locality d declines as they are competed away 

by distant locality w. The marginal entrepreneur who is indifferent between borrowing in 

locality d or in locality w should satisfy: 

 

(14)

 

This gives us the new radius R around locality d, which should be strictly positive. This implies 

that there are still some borrowers who visit bank locality d to get a loan: 

 

	
∗ 1 1 ⁄ 0 (15)

 

The establishment of information sharing introduces competition from localities that are more 

distant. Entrepreneurs in the periphery of locality d or s may now decide to apply for a loan in 

the distant locality w. The reduced radius in (15), as compared with the radius under the no 

information sharing regime (6), reflects this decrease in the market size of locality d. Banks’ 

profit functions (12) also need to be re-optimized. In order to regain the lost market share, 

banks can cluster their branches even further (increase in k and thus in the probability of loan 
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acceptance at locality d) in order to attract (or retain) borrowers who may be tempted to travel 

to a distant locality otherwise. Yet, information sharing also increases the correlation between 

loan decisions across branches. This is because different branches now have similar public 

information about a borrower. This may partly or fully offset the clustering impact of 

information sharing because the marginal increase in the loan acceptance probability 1-prob(k) 

by increasing k is dampened for higher values of the loan decision correlation φ.  

Figure A1 in the Appendix shows the situation without overlap between the market areas 

of locality d and nearby locality s. The larger circle in light grey represents the market area of 

locality d and s before information sharing, while the smaller dark circle is the market area 

afterwards. The market size shrinks as some entrepreneurs – those already at the outer margins 

of localities d and s – decide to apply for a loan in locality w. Figure A2 depicts the situation 

with competition among nearby localities. The dashed line around locality d represents all the 

possible nearby localities s. 

 

[Insert Figure A1 and A2 here] 

 

We provide a few numerical illustrations to our stylized model. We assume that the probability 

of loan rejection is 70 percent, both the minimal loan rate and the oligopoly rent is 2 percent, 

the project return is 10 percent, the transaction cost coefficient equals 1 percent and the 

commuting cost of applying for a loan in the distant locality w is 6. There are 10 bank branches 

in the distant locality. We first assume that with information sharing, the correlation among 

bank branches of a loan rejection stays at 0.2. Figure 3 shows the numerical results. 

 

[Insert Figure A3 here] 

 

The comparative statics in the top panel show that before the establishment of information 

sharing, banks cluster together until there are six branches in locality d. The expected profit of 

each branch is still higher than the expected profit of operating alone. However, adding a 

seventh branch would push expected profit below the level that could be had when opening 

this branch in a new locality instead. 

The bottom panel of Figure A3 shows that after the establishment of information sharing 

(which introduces competition from distant bank localities) branch clustering increases 

significantly to 16 (until the profit of operating alone is higher than with clustering). 
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Information sharing reduces spatial credit rationing, increases competition, and decreases the 

market size. Banks in nearby localities now have more incentives to cluster their branches to 

attract (or retain) borrowers who may be tempted to travel to, and apply in, a distant locality. 

Figure A4 shows the numerical results when nearby localities compete with each other. 

The comparative statics in the top panel show again that our model predicts a certain amount 

of bank clustering. According to the panel at the bottom, clustering increases from 4 to 14 

branches in locality d once information sharing is introduced (we assume that the number of 

branches in locality s is 20 and that the distance m between locality d and s is 12). That is, 

increased clustering happens regardless of whether there is overlap in nearby banking markets. 

 

[Insert Figure A4 here] 

 

In short, the sharing of hard information among banks impacts the equilibrium level of branch 

clustering as it eliminates the distance threshold beyond which entrepreneurs cannot 

successfully apply for loans. Otherwise stated, when hard borrower information is shared, 

entrepreneurs can in principle apply in each locality – as long as transportation costs are not 

prohibitive. This increased competition from distant localities incentivizes banks to make 

nearby localities more attractive: by further increasing branch clustering they aim to attract 

relatively distant entrepreneurs that are in search of deeper credit markets in which they can 

apply for a loan from a wider variety of banks. This yields our first testable hypothesis that 

after the introduction of information sharing, different banks increasingly cluster their branches 

in the same localities. 

Our model also predicts that banks exploit the opportunities of sharing borrower 

information by extending their branch network to localities where adding a branch of their own 

increases the number of different banks that entrepreneurs can choose from. In contrast, adding 

more branches of the same bank in a locality where this bank is already present does not make 

this locality a more attractive ‘shopping’ destination for distant entrepreneurs because loan 

rejection rates correlate perfectly among branches of the same bank. That is, if a branch of 

Bank A rejects an applicant, all branches of Bank A will reject the applicant. This dynamic is 

also at work after the introduction of information sharing when attracting and retaining 

borrowers becomes more important. Our second hypothesis is therefore that after the 

introduction of information sharing, banks are more likely to open new branches especially in 

localities with no (or few) pre-existing own branches. 



Variable Obs. Mean Median St. Dev. Min. Max.

Dependent variables (bank*locality*year level)

New branch opening 833,916 0.040 0 0.195 0 1

Net branch opening 833,916 0.039 0 0.195 0 1

No. branches other banks (log) 833,916 1.611 1.386 1.561 0.000 7.290

No. branches own bank (log) 833,916 0.428 0.693 0.537 0.000 5.347

No. branches other banks per 1,000 population (log) 200,274 0.023 0.000 0.082 0.000 0.615

No. branches own bank per 1,000 population (log) 200,274 0.001 0.000 0.007 0.000 0.239

Country characteristics (country*year level)

Information sharing 342 0.532 1 0.500 0 1

Quality information sharing 342 1.289 0 2.132 0 6

EU membership  342 0.167   0 0.373  0  1 

Competition policy  342  2.226  2.33  0.699  1  3.67

Small-scale privatisation  342  3.701  4  0.683  1  4.33

Pro-competition bank regulation  121  2.802  3  0.641  0  3

Bank characteristics (bank level)

Small bank 614 0.318 0 0.466 0 1

Domestic bank 614 0.430 0 0.495 0 1

Relationship bank 316 0.592 1 0.492 0 1

Bank characteristics (branch level)

Small bank 56,555 0.104 0 0.262 0 1

Domestic bank 56,555 0.505 1 0.500 0 1

Relationship bank 38,439 0.446 0 0.497 0 1

Firm characteristics (firm level)

Firm-branch distance 14,308 15.447 1.809 45.266 0.010 443.515

Has email address 14,308 0.602 1 0.489 0 1

Has tax number 14,308 0.736 1 0.441 0 1

Has formal opening hours 14,308 0.743 1 0.437 0 1

Table 1

Summary Statistics

This table provides the number of observations, mean, median, standard deviation, minimum and maximum for all 

variables used in the analysis.
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Dependent variable →

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Information sharing * No. branches other banks 0.017*** 0.334*** 0.165** 0.395***

(0.000) (0.003) (0.014) (0.002)

No. branches other banks 0.002 0.030*** 0.039*** 0.662***

(0.221) (0.002) (0.002) (0.000)

Information sharing * No. branches own bank -0.073** -0.080*** -0.070*** -0.125***

(0.043) (0.000) (0.000) (0.002)

No. branches own bank -0.012* -0.002 0.007* -0.389***

(0.091) (0.816) (0.076) (0.000)

Information sharing -0.007 0.085*

(0.710) (0.087)

Locality * Year * Treatment Event Fixed Effects No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Bank * Year * Treatment Event Fixed Effects No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Locality * Bank * Treatment Event Fixed Effects No No No Yes No No No Yes

R-squared 0.005 0.433 0.628 0.712 0.009 0.432 0.628 0.727

Observations 833,916 833,916 833,916 833,916 833,916 833,916 833,916 833,916

Table 2

Information Sharing and the Clustering of Bank Branches

This table reports linear probability regressions to estimate the impact of the introduction of information sharing on bank branch clustering. The dependent

variable measures whether a bank opens a new branch in a locality in a year. Observations from all countries that introduce information sharing in the same

calendar year are grouped together and combined with the observations from not (yet) treated (control) countries within a six-year window around the

introduction year. Following Cengiz et al. (2019) these event-specific data sets are then stacked to estimate a single coefficient. Table A1 contains the

definitions and Table 1 the summary statistics for all variables. Country * Treatment Event clustered robust p -values are reported in parentheses. ***, **, *

correspond to the 1%, 5%, and 10% level of statistical significance, respectively.

New branch opening
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Dependent variable →

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Bank type →

Information sharing * No. branches other banks 0.167** 0.407*** 0.164** 0.392*** 0.128** 0.418***

(0.012) (0.001) (0.014) (0.002) (0.013) (0.000)

Information sharing * No. branches other banks * Bank type 0.012** 0.027*** 0.002 0.005 0.005* 0.006**

(0.015) (0.002) (0.607) (0.262) (0.096) (0.048)

No. branches other banks * Bank type -0.011*** 0.005 -0.003*** -0.046*** -0.001 0.063***

(0.002) (0.442) (0.002) (0.000) (0.342) (0.005)

No. branches other banks 0.037*** 0.663*** 0.040*** 0.696*** 0.078*** 0.697***

(0.002) (0.000) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Locality * Year * Treatment Event Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bank * Year * Treatment Event Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Locality * Bank * Treatment Event Fixed Effects No Yes No Yes No Yes

R-squared 0.628 0.712 0.628 0.712 0.703 0.767

Observations 833,916 833,916 833,916 833,916 592,383 592,383

Table 3

Information Sharing, Relationship Lending, and the Clustering of Bank Branches

This table reports linear probability regressions to estimate the impact of the introduction of information sharing on bank branch clustering by

relationship lenders as compared with transaction-based lenders. The dependent variable measures whether a bank opens a new branch in a locality

in a year. Observations from all countries that introduce information sharing in the same calendar year are grouped together and combined with the

observations from not (yet) treated (control) countries within a six-year window around the introduction year. Following Cengiz et al. (2019) these

event-specific data sets are then stacked to estimate a single coefficient. Table A1 contains the definitions and Table 1 the summary statistics for all

variables. Country * Treatment Event clustered robust p -values are reported in parentheses. ***, **, * correspond to the 1%, 5%, and 10% level of

statistical significance, respectively.

New branch opening

Domestic banks Relationship banksSmall banks
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Dependent variable →

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Information sharing * No. branches other banks 0.157** 0.383***

(0.027) (0.003)

Quality information sharing * No. branches other banks 0.122*** 0.180*** 0.122*** 0.273***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.000)

No. branches other banks 0.039*** 0.662*** 0.196** 1.584***

(0.002) (0.000) (0.022) (0.000)

Locality * Year * Treatment Event Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bank * Year * Treatment Event Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Locality * Bank * Treatment Event Fixed Effects No Yes No Yes

R-squared 0.628 0.712 0.652 0.791

Observations 833,916 833,916 81,240 81,240

New branch opening

This table reports linear probability regressions to estimate the relationship between the quality of a country's

information-sharing regime and bank branch clustering. The dependent variable measures whether a bank opens

a new branch in a locality in a year. Columns 1-2 are based on all observations from all countries that introduce

information sharing in the same calendar year. These are grouped together and then combined with the

observations from not (yet) treated (control) countries within a six-year window around the introduction year.

Following Cengiz et al. (2019) these event-specific data sets are then stacked to estimate a single coefficient.

Columns 3-4 are based on only those countries and years in which information sharing is in place. Table A1

contains the definitions and Table 1 the summary statistics for all variables. Country * Treatment Event

clustered robust p -values are reported in parentheses. ***, **, * correspond to the 1%, 5%, and 10% level of

statistical significance, respectively.

Quality of Information Sharing and the Clustering of Bank Branches

Table 4
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Dependent variable → Information 

sharing * No. 

branches other 

banks

Information 

sharing * No. 

branches own 

bank

(1) (2) (3) (4)

% neighboring countries introduced information sharing 0.174***

* No. branches other banks (0.000)

% neighboring countries introduced information sharing 0.202***

* No. branches own bank (0.000)

Information sharing * No. branches other banks 1.174***

(0.000)

No. branches other banks 0.008*** 0.622***

(0.000) (0.000)

Information sharing * No. branches own bank -0.422***

(0.000)

No. branches own bank 0.102*** -0.343***

(0.000) (0.000)

F-Statistic 4,005 8,615

Locality * Year * Treatment Event Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bank * Year * Treatment Event Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Locality * Bank * Treatment Event Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 833,916 833,916 833,916 833,916

New branch opening

Table 5

Information Sharing and the Clustering of Bank Branches: IV Results

This table reports IV regressions to estimate the impact of the introduction of information sharing on bank branch clustering. The

dependent variable in the first stages (columns 1-2) is an interaction term between a dummy variable indicating whether in a given

year and country an information-sharing system is in place and a locality-level measure of the number of pre-existing branches of

other banks (column 1) or the bank itself (column 2). The instruments in these first stages are interaction terms between the

percentage of neighboring countries that introduced information sharing in the previous five years and a locality-level measure of

the number of pre-existing branches of other banks (column 1) or the bank itself (column 2). The dependent variable in the second

stage (columns 2 and 3) measures whether a bank opens a new branch in a locality in a year. Observations from all countries that

introduce information sharing in the same calendar year are grouped together and combined with the observations from not (yet)

treated (control) countries within a six-year window around the introduction year. Following Cengiz et al. (2019) these event-

specific data sets are then stacked to estimate a single coefficient. Table A1 contains the definitions and Table 1 the summary

statistics for all variables. Country * Treatment Event clustered robust p -values are reported in parentheses. ***, **, * correspond

to the 1%, 5%, and 10% level of statistical significance, respectively.

First stage Second stage
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Czech Republic (Introduced information sharing in 2002) Poland (Introduced information sharing in 2001)

Obs. Mean St. Dev. 5% 95% Obs. Mean St. Dev. 5% 95%

2000 1,650 3.01 5.16 2.76 3.26 2000 5,286 19.13 56.57 17.60 20.65

2005 1,892 5.01 14.02 4.38 5.64 2005 1,242 27.22 68.88 23.38 31.05

2005-2000 2.00*** 2005-2000 8.09***

Croatia (Introduced information sharing in 2007) Hungary (Introduced information sharing in 1995)

Obs. Mean St. Dev. 5% 95% Obs. Mean St. Dev. 5% 95%

2000 953 16.65 48.97 13.54 19.77 2000 1,459 24.08 34.51 22.31 25.85

2005 409 20.92 47.43 16.31 25.53 2005 1,417 8.54 13.65 7.83 9.25

2005-2000 4.26 2005-2000 -15.54***

Difference-in-Difference (-in-Difference) regression

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Information sharing 15.14*** 19.15*** 21.02*** 19.48***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Information sharing*Has email address -7.89***

(0.001)

Information sharing*Has tax number -15.77***

(0.003)

Information sharing*Has formal opening hours -11.63***

(0.000)

Year Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Country Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

R-squared 0.027 0.030 0.030 0.029

Observations 14,308 14,308 14,308 14,308

Dependent variable → Firm-branch distance (in km)

This table reports, by country, summary statistics for the variable Firm-branch distance and regressions to estimate the impact of the introduction

of information sharing on spatial credit rationing. All diff-in-diff-in-diff regressions in the lower panel are fully saturated with additional

(unreported) interaction effects between the year and country dummies and the firm characteristics. P-values are reported in parentheses. ***, **,

* correspond to the 1%, 5%, and 10% level of significance, respectively.

Information Sharing and Spatial Credit Rationing

Table 6
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Panel B. This map plots all localities in our data set with at least one bank branch in 2012.

Panel A. This map plots all localities in our data set with at least one bank branch in 1995

Distribution of Localities with Bank Branches in 1995 and in 2012

Figure 1
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Figure 2

Information Sharing and the Clustering of Bank Branches: Event Study

Panel A Panel B

This figure summarizes an event-study analysis in which a binary variable indicating whether a bank opens

a new branch in a locality in a particular year is regressed on a set of year dummies around the introduction

of information sharing in a country at t=0 , each interacted with either the number of pre-existing branches

of other banks in a locality (Panel A) or with the number of pre-existing branches of the bank itself (Panel

B). All coefficients are based on specifications with the same interactive fixed effects and covariates as in

column 4 (Panel A) and column 8 (Panel B) of Table 2.
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These figures present the results of placebo tests in which, within each treatment event, the

countries that introduced information sharing are randomized. Using that randomized sample, the

baseline regressions (columns 4 and 8 of Table 2) are rerun to estimate the coefficient estimate of

the interaction term of interest. We repeat this process 500 times and plot the distribution of the

point estimates for these placebo treatments. The top (bottom) panel shows the estimates related

to column 4 (8) of Table 2. The vertical red lines indicate the 95th percentile of this distribution.

In both panels the real coefficient estimate from Table 2 (0.395 for the top figure and -0.125 for

the bottom figure) is outside the corresponding distribution of the placebo treatment coefficients.

Figure 3

Information Sharing and the Clustering of Bank Branches: Placebo Treatments
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Definition Data Sources

Dependent variables

New branch opening = 1 if there is any bank branch opening in a locality in a year, = 0 otherwise BEPS II

Net branch opening = 1 if the number of bank branch openings is larger than the number of bank branch closures in a locality in a year, = 0 otherwise BEPS II

No. branches other banks (log) Log number of existing branches of other banks within a locality in a year BEPS II

No. branches own bank (log) Log number of existing branches of the same bank within a locality in a year BEPS II

No. branches other banks per 1,000 population (log) Log number of existing branches of other banks within a locality per 1,000 inhabitants in a year BEPS II, WCD

No. branches own bank per 1,000 population (log) Log number of existing branches of the same bank within a locality per 1,000 inhabitants in a year BEPS II, WCD

Independent variables

Information sharing = 1 if there is information sharing (credit registry and/or credit bureau) in the country in that year, = 0 otherwise World Bank/EBRD

Quality information sharing = 0 to 6, higher values indicate a higher quality of information sharing in the country in that year Doing Business

Domestic bank = 1 if more than 50% of a bank's shares are foreign-owned, = 0 otherwise CvH

Relationship bank = 1 if according to the bank CEO relationship lending is "very important" when providing credit to SMEs, = 0 otherwise BEPS II

Small bank = 1 if the no. branches of a bank is below the median no. branches operated by banks in a country and year, = 0 otherwise BEPS II

Firm-branch distance Distance to the nearest branch of a firm's primary bank in km Kompass

Has email address = 1 if the firm has an email address, = 0 otherwise Kompass

Has tax number = 1 if the firm has a tax number, = 0 otherwise Kompass

Has formal opening hours = 1 if the firm has listed formal opening hours in Kompass, = 0 otherwise Kompass

EU membership = 1 if a country is part of the European Union in a particular year, = 0 otherwise European Commission

Competition policy = 1 to 4+, higher values indicate that a country has created more market-based competition policies and institutions EBRD TI

Small-scale privatisation = 1 to 4+, higher values indicate more progress of a country in terms of the privatisation of small- and medium-sized enterprises EBRD TI

Pro-competition bank regulation = 0 to 3, higher values indicate fewer entry barriers in the banking sector of a country in a given year IMF FRD

Table A1

Variable Definitions and Sources

This table provides the definition and data sources for all variables used in the analysis. BEPS II is the second round of the EBRD Banking Environment and Performance Survey (BEPS) which was conducted among

611 banks across 32 countries. "Doing Business" is the Doing Business Database by the World Bank. "Kompass" refers to the Kompass business directory. EBRD TI refers to the EBRD transition indicators. IMF

FRD is the IMF Financial Reform Database. WCD is the World Cities Database. CvH: Claessens and Van Horen (2014).
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1995 2,388 0 Albania 443 11

1996 489 0 Armenia 448 19

1997 546 0 Azerbaijan 335 13

1998 525 0 Belarus 2,481 9

1999 543 0 Bosnia & Herzegovina 617 10

2000 974 6 Bulgaria 1,405 100

2001 1,361 3 Croatia 608 48

2002 1,389 7 Czech Republic 382 19

2003 2,571 9 Estonia 60 56

2004 4,307 34 Georgia 703 108

2005 2,122 20 Latvia 195 9

2006 2,535 19 Moldova 1,300 180

2007 7,833 61 Montenegro 206 12

2008 1,753 92 North Macedonia 189 16

2009 548 199 Poland 3,192 51

2010 709 223 Romania 2,053 177

2011 1,060 201 Serbia 1,080 227

2012 274 191 Slovak Republic 153 0

Ukraine 16,077 0

Total 31,927 1,065 Total 31,927 1,065

Table A2

Overview of Branch Openings and Closures

This table provides an overview of the opening and closure of branches in our

dataset by year (left) and by country (right).

Year
Opened 

branches

Closed 

branches
Country

Opened 

branches

Closed 

branches
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Country Public Credit Registry Private Credit Bureau

Albania 2008 2009

Armenia 2003 2004

Azerbaijan 2005 n.a.

Belarus 2007 n.a.

Bosnia & Herzegovina 2006 2001

Bulgaria 1999 2005

Croatia n.a. 2007

Czech Republic 2002 2002

Estonia n.a. 2001

Georgia n.a. 2005

Latvia 2003 n.a.

Moldova n.a. 2011

Montenegro 2008 n.a.

North Macedonia 1998 2010

Poland n.a. 2001

Romania 2000 2004

Serbia 2002 2004

Slovak Republic 1997 2004

Ukraine n.a. 2007

Table A3

Introduction of Information Sharing

This table provides an overview of the introduction years of public credit

registries and private credit bureaus in our 19 sample countries. N.a.: No

credit bureau or registry has as yet been introduced in this country.

Source: World Bank Doing Business Database and EBRD.
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Dependent variable →

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Information sharing * No. branches other banks 0.165** 0.395***

(0.014) (0.002)

No. branches other banks 0.039*** 0.663***

(0.002) (0.000)

Information sharing * No. branches own bank -0.070*** -0.125***

(0.000) (0.002)

No. branches own bank 0.007* -0.389***

(0.090) (0.000)

Information sharing * No. branches other banks per 1,000 population 1.477** 3.241**

(0.023) (0.042)

No. branches other banks per 1,000 population -0.471** 10.814***

(0.015) (0.000)

Information sharing * No. branches own bank per 1,000 population -1.190** -2.089**

(0.017) (0.036)

No. branches own bank per 1,000 population 0.402** -9.698***

(0.015) (0.000)

Locality * Year * Treatment Event Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bank * Year * Treatment Event Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Locality * Bank * Treatment Event Fixed Effects No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

R-squared 0.628 0.712 0.628 0.727 0.501 0.624 0.501 0.624

Observations 833,916 833,916 833,916 833,916 200,274 200,274 200,274 200,274

Table A4

Information Sharing and the Clustering of Bank Branches: Net Branch Openings and Branch Openings per 1,000 Inhabitants

This table reports regressions to estimate the impact of the introduction of information sharing on bank branch clustering using the Cengiz et al. (2019) methodology to

address the potential concern in staggered treatment timing. The dependent variable in columns (1)-(4) measures whether on a net basis, a bank increases its number of

branches in a locality in a year (the number of newly opened branches exceeds the number of closed branches). In columns (5)-(8), the number of existing bank branches are

normalized by the local population in 1,000 persons and the dependent variable measures whether a bank opens a new branch in a locality in a year. Table A1 contains all

definitions and Table 1 the summary statistics for each variable. Country * Treatment Event clustered robust p -values are reported in parentheses. ***, **, * correspond to

the 1%, 5%, and 10% level of significance, respectively.

New branch openingNet branch opening
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In cities with a population of:

Dependent variable →

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Information sharing * No. branches other banks 0.377*** 0.575*** 0.625***

(0.010) (0.001) (0.002)

No. branches other banks 0.820*** 0.915*** 0.500***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Information sharing * No. branches own bank -0.129*** -0.119*** -0.150***

(0.000) (0.002) (0.000)

No. branches own bank -0.575*** -0.513*** -0.211***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Locality * Year * Treatment Event Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bank * Year * Treatment Event Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Locality * Bank * Treatment Event Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

R-squared 0.702 0.729 0.663 0.700 0.684 0.697

Observations 234,790 234,790 98,766 98,766 95,777 95,777

Less than 50,000 

population New branch opening

50,000 to 250,000 More than 250,000

Table A5

Information Sharing and the Clustering of Bank Branches in Different Sized Towns and Cities

This table reports linear probability regressions to estimate the impact of the introduction of information sharing on bank branch

clustering in localities with different population sizes. The dependent variable measures whether a bank opens a new branch in a

locality in a year. Observations from all countries that introduce information sharing in the same calendar year are grouped together

and combined with the observations from not (yet) treated (control) countries within a six-year window around the introduction year.

Following Cengiz et al. (2019) these event-specific data sets are then stacked to estimate a single coefficient. Table A1 contains the

definitions and Table 1 the summary statistics for all variables. Country * Treatment Event clustered robust p -values are reported in

parentheses. ***, **, * correspond to the 1%, 5%, and 10% level of statistical significance, respectively.
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Dependent variable →

X →

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Information sharing * X 0.396*** 0.386*** 0.383*** 0.110*** 0.100*** -0.125*** -0.122*** -0.121*** -0.045*** -0.034***

(0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.000) (0.006) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

EU membership * X -0.158*** 0.040 0.032 -0.021

(0.324) (0.793) (0.401) (0.547)

Competition policy * X 0.101*** -0.020 -0.025 -0.018

(0.009) (0.818) (0.100) (0.345)

Small-scale privatisation * X 0.146*** 0.137** -0.047*** -0.043**

(0.001) (0.015) (0.007) (0.027)

Pro-competition bank regulation * X -0.044*** -0.043* -0.029* -0.029**

(0.005) (0.058) (0.054) (0.035)

X 0.662*** 0.444*** 0.133 0.777*** 0.319 -0.389*** -0.333*** -0.214*** -0.287*** -0.091

(0.000) (0.000) (0.443) (0.000) (0.150) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.000) (0.290)

Locality * Year * Treatment Event Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bank * Year * Treatment Event Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Locality * Bank * Treatment Event Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

R-squared 0.712 0.712 0.713 0.721 0.721 0.727 0.727 0.727 0.731 0.732

Observations 833,916 833,916 833,916 650,601 650,601 833,916 833,916 833,916 650,601 650,601

Table A6

Information Sharing and the Geographical Clustering of Bank Branches: Controlling for Other Country-Level Reforms

This table reports linear probability regressions to estimate the impact of the introduction of information sharing on bank branch clustering. The dependent variable measures

whether a bank opens a new branch in a locality in a year. Observations from all countries that introduce information sharing in the same calendar year are grouped together and

combined with the observations from not (yet) treated (control) countries within a six-year window around the introduction year. Following Cengiz et al. (2019) these event-specific

data sets are then stacked to estimate a single coefficient. Table A1 contains the definitions and Table 1 the summary statistics for all variables. Country * Treatment Event  clustered 

robust p -values are reported in parentheses. ***, **, * correspond to the 1%, 5%, and 10% level of statistical significance, respectively.

New branch opening

No. branches other banks No. branches own banks
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Figure A1

Impact of Information Sharing on Branch Clustering without Overlap of Bank Localities

Before information sharing

After information sharing

After information sharing

Before information sharing

d

s
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Figure A2

Impact of Information Sharing on Branch Clustering with Overlap of Bank Localities

Before information sharing

After information sharing

After information sharing

Before information sharing

d

s
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Figure A3

Branch Clustering after the Establishment of Information Sharing

 No Overlap Among Bank Localities

This figure presents comparative statics based on a calibration of our theoretical model that

assumes no overlap among nearby bank localities. We assume that the probability of loan rejection

is 70 per cent; the minimal loan rate is 2 percent; the oligopoly rent is 2 percent; the project return

is 10 per cent; the commuting cost coefficient is 1 per cent; the correlation among bank branches

of the loan-rejection probability is 0.2; and the commuting cost of applying for a loan in a distant

locality is 6. There are 10 bank branches in the distant locality w . The vertical axis shows the

expected profit of each bank branch and the horizontal axis shows the number of bank branches.

Darker (lighter) shades indicate that the expected profit of opening a new branch in locality d is

larger (smaller) than the expected profit (shown by the first column at the very left) of opening a

new branch in a new locality without pre-existing branches. Before the establishment of

information sharing, banks cluster together until there are 6 branches in locality d . The expected

profit of each of these 6 branches is still higher than the expected profit of operating alone (which

is just above 40). Adding a 7th branch would, however, push expected profit below the profit that

could be had when opening that additional branch in a new locality instead. After the introduction

of information sharing (which introduces competition from distant bank localities) branch

clustering increases significantly to 16 (until the profit of operating alone is higher than of

clustering).
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Figure A4

Branch Clustering after the Establishment of Information Sharing

 Overlap Among Bank Localities

This figure presents comparative statics based on a calibration of our theoretical model with

overlap among nearby bank localities. We assume that the probability of loan rejection is 70 per

cent; the minimal loan rate is 2 percent; the oligopoly rent is 2 percent; the project return is 10

per cent; the commuting cost coefficient is 1 per cent; the correlation among bank branches of

the loan rejection probability is 0.2; and the commuting cost to a distant locality is 6. There are

10 bank branches in distant locality w . The number of bank branches in locality s is 20 and the

distance m between locality d and s is 12. The vertical axis shows the expected profit of each

bank branch and the horizontal axis the number of branches. Darker (lighter) shades indicate that

the expected profit of opening a new branch in locality d (shown by the first column on the very

left) is larger (smaller) than the expected profit of opening such a branch in a locality without pre-

existing branches. Before the establishment of information sharing, banks cluster together until

there are 4 branches in locality d . The expected profit of each of these branches is still higher

than the expected profit of operating alone (which is just above 40). Adding a 5th branch would

push expected profit below the profit that could be had when opening the additional branch in a

new locality instead. With information sharing (which introduces competition from distant

localities) branch clustering increases significantly to 14 (until the profit of operating alone is

higher than of clustering).
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